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To Appear in
HOWARD MILLER AND 'There's
Always Juliet'
CLARA BULTER HAVE
LEADS IN NEW PLAY
Rhea Smith And Julie Trowbridge Complete Small
Cast
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
"There's Always Juliet" Titles
Production

and0pur
DEADLINE IS

(Complete Campus Coverage)

NUMBER 21

To Appear in
'There'sAlwaysJuliet'lAUDUBON
SOCIETY
MEETS IN RUSSELL
THEATRE SATURDAY

j]

E Ifl BE
OFFEREO HERE

Peace Meeting

E M PRIZE
TO BE

Must Be Submitted to Herman
F. Siewert By That
Date
?25 PRIZE IS AWARDED

I

Is Branch of National Association of Audubon
Societies

j LANTERN SLIDES SHOWN
I Mr. E. W. Davis Gives Talk
!
On "Bird Banding"

For the second time this season
I The Florida Audubon Society, a
Winning Songs Will Be Placed
Broadway will he represented on
! branch of the National Association
In Song Book
the boards of the Annie Russell
I of Audubon Societies, holds its anTheatre when Howard Miller, suc- Special Course To Be Given
Eldridge Hart and Friends are ; nual meetings in Winter Park. This
cessful young New York actor,
D o n o r s of Annual
; year's meeting was held on SaturAll entries in the Rollins song
By Department
appears in the leading male role
Award
I day last, March the sixth.
contest for two prizes of $25 each
Of Art
in the Annie Russell Company's
CLA/^ WfST dUTUR
All meetings were held in the
must be submitted to Professor
production of "There's Always
$25 T O B E P R E S E N T E D ^^^^^ Russell Theatre, where, at
Herman F. Siewert, contest chairJuliet" tomorrow and Friday TIEDTKE TO INSTRUCT
9 o'clock, the executive committee
man, by March 17, it is anounced.
nights.
met, and at 10 o'clock the business
The $25 prizes will be awarded
Contest Open to Students In meeting was held.
A graduate of the University of Course Is Open To Regular
for the best lyric for a Rollins
Upper Division
California, and a veteran of inLuncheon was served at the
song and for the best musical comRollins Students
numerable stock company producWhistling Kettle tea room. The
position for a Rollins song, with
tions from the Pacific Coast to the
Through the efforts of Eldridge speaker at the luncheon was Mr.
the condition that all lyrics and
A
special
course
in
"Introduction
Atlantic seaboard, Howard Miller
Hart, Winter Park attorney, and Arthur H. Howell, whose "Florida
;rompositions entered must
has established an enviable repu- to the Art of Photography" will
some of his friends, the sum of Bird Life" is the most complete
original. Lyrics and compositions
tation on the New York stage and be offered by the Art Department
?25 has been made available to i book ever written on Florida birds.
may be submitted separately or in
Two
Men
May
Be
Selected
To
has just completed an engagement of Rollins College during the
Rollins College for the purpose of j Mr. Howell was introduced by the
Winners
of
Scholarships
Meet
combination.
Explore Navajo Country
in the Broadway production of
awarding a prize for the best essay toastmistress, Mrs. William
Requirements Easily
It is the plan of the contest com"Tide Rising" with Grant Mitchell, Spring Term beginning Monday,
on any topic pertaining to current Blackman, whose husband was a
mittee to publish the prize-winOn the Pacific Coast, Mr. Miller March 22.
TO EE BY PACK TRAIN ning songs in a new edition of the GEORGE HOLT REPORTS social, economic, or political prob- former president of Rollins.
teamed with Colleen Moore in
The course will he conducted by
lems relating to state or federal
At 2 P. M. the group again reRollins Song Book to replace the
"The Church Mouse" and toured John Tiedtke, who is an expert
government.
tired to the Annie Russell Theatre
Two men from Rollins College edition of many years ago. Conin "She Loves Me Not" and in
All of the successful candidates
The prize, which is being offered where lantern* slides were shown of
amateur photographer. The course may be selected as members of the test songs which fail to win either
"Design for Living", playing Alof the two major prizes will be as well as many of the other appli- this year for the first time, will be Florida birds. The slides were
fred Lunt's famous role opposite is open not only to regular students scientific expedition now being or- printed in the Song Book whenever cants for the scholarships had dis- continued annually.
miade from photographs taken by
at Rollins but to outsiders as well. ganized to continue the exploration
Corinne Griffith.
permission
is granted by the author tinguished themselves in secondary
The contest is open to any Rol- Mr. S. A. Grimes of Jacksonville,
school in scholarship and activities lins student who is a member of a leading authority on bird phoBeginners and experienced pho- of the northern Navajo country in
Other members of the cast for
Arizona and Utah this summer.
and were apparently well qualified
"There's Always Juliet" are Clara tographers are welcome to enroll,
The men may be students or in- The contest is open not only to in meeting the requirements for the Upper Division. Each essay tography in the United States.
West Butler. Rhea Marsh Smith as each student will receive indi"Bird Banding" was the subject
structors and most be interested in students and faculty members of leadership, George Holt, director must contain not more than 5,000
and Julie Trowbridge, all favorites vidual instruction. Beginners will
words and must be ubmitted by ! ^^ ^ talk given by Mr. E. W. Davis
engineering, archaeology, geology, Rollins but to any one else. Each of admissions, reported.
with followers of tho Annie Rus- be taught how to take pictures and
April 15.
' of the Rollins faculty.
or in the biological sciences—or in manuscript must be submitted over
sell Company, and experienced on develop them and will be encourDonald Cram has been on the A committee to conduct the
Thomas Davis Jr., of Orlando,
the management of a scientific ex- a nom de plume with the name
the professional stage.
honor roll at Winnwood School for test and adjudge the essays has spoke on the relation of the Boy
aged to go as far as they like in pedition, it was announced today and address of the contestant subtwo
years,
takes
part
in
music
and
Turning shai'ply from the tensemitted
separately
in
a
sealed
enbeen
appointed
to
consist
of
Dr.
^'^""^^
°^ America to Bird Conserspecializing along the lines of by Dr. Charles Del Norte Winning,
ly dramatic mood of "Men Must
Field Director of the Rainbow velope accompanying the manu- dramatics, and is on the board of Rhea Marsh Smith, assistant pro- vation.
the school newspaper.
Fight" and the philosophic poetry photography which most interests Bridge—Monum.ent Valley Expedi- script.
Mr. John Baker, executive direcfessor
of
history,
as
chairman.
Dr.
Dudley Darling, who is the son
of "In Times of Passion", John van them. Those with experience will
The committee of judges, comWilliam Melcher, professor of busi- tor of the National Association of
of Samuel B. Darling, editor of-the
Druten's popular play, "There's Al- be given opportunity to. specialize
Audubon Societies, also spoke.
The Expedition is to explore, posed of several members of the American Law Book Company, has ness administration, and Mr. Hart.
ways Juliet" offers a gaily amus- as they choose.
At the meeting held Saturday
Rollins
faculty,
reserves
the
right
Rules of the contest:
map,
and study an area of some
been active in forensics and theaing evening in the theatre for
night in the theatre, an illustrated
The course will cover instruction
to withhold the award of either
1. The contest is open to any talk was given by the president of
those who enjoy gay bantei-, sophis- in portrait work, composition, ex- 3,000 square miles in a remote re- one or both prizes if the manu- tre work at Scarborough School, is
gion
that
is
probably
farther
from
Rollins
student
who
is
a
member
a member of the Student Council,
ticated sentiment, and delightful periments with lights and shadows,
(Continued from page 1, coi. 7)
a railroad than any other point in scripts are considered unworthy of and plays basketball and baseball. of the Upper Division at the time
comedy. Here is another "Candle- manipulation
of
backgrounds,
reward.
Light"—for innocents, for ideal- chemistry and optics. A thorough the United States. Penetrating as
Joseph Rembock has an excep- of the submission of the essay.
far
as
possible
by
motor,
the
field
tionally high rank in scholarship
(Continued on page 2, col. 4)
2. Each essay must contain
instruction will be given in the party will then move equipment by
and is editor of the school paper not more than 5,000 words and
use of various kinds of emulsions pack train up winding canyons out
at Scarborough and a member of must be submitted by April 15,
and paper in developing negatives. into Rainbow Plateau. Near the
the football, basketball and base- 1937.
Although any one may enroll in head of the Dogoszhi Biko, base
ball teams.
the course, Mr. Tiedtke has an- camp will be established, and from
Everett Farnsworth, who is the 3. Each essay must be sub-;
nounced that a student will be at this point scouting parties and
son of Rev. E. L. Farnsworth, pas- mitted under a nom de plume, ac-1
an advantage if he has a camera, scientific workers will push on
tor of the Greenwood Memorial companied by the real name of the '
containing a ground glass back, to- afoot.
Association Program Will Be
Church in Dorchester, Mass., has author in a sealed envelope.
gether with a tripod. Special emHeld March 19
The Expedition operates under Says There Is No Death Foi* won several prizes in scholarship
phasis will be given to the artistic a board of trustees, as a coopera4.
All
essays
must
be
typewritand is president of his senior class
Our Personalities
Program Will Consist of Se- features of good photography.
ten, double-spaced, on regular.
tive project, each man sharing in
at Cushing Academy, business
D.
S.
ALLEN TO SPEAK
lections From Wagner
8^x11 paper.
|
Mr. Tiedtke, who was graduated the work, the field expenses, and'
manager of the school paper, memfrom Dartmouth in 1930 and from the benefits. The two men will be LIVES IN WINTER PARK ber of the tennis team and is inThe winning essay all be.
The
Florida
Speech Association
SIEWERT TO ACCOMPANY the Tuck School of Business at chosen by Dr. Winning some time
terested in dramatics and debating. come the property of Rollins Col- I
will be part of the annual Florida
The sermon in the Knowles
Dartmouth in 1931, has made pho- during the next two weeks; meanWarren Siddall was the winner
Education
Association
to be held
Memorial
Chapel
on
Sunday,
March
tography
his
hobby
for
the
past
8
At the Organ Vespers this afterwhile he will receive applications
of the Yale University Aureliam
6. All essays should be ad- March 18, 19 and 20 in Orlando.
noon in the chapel at 5:00 o'clock, or 10 years, and has conducted ex- sent to him at the Explorers' Club, 7, was given by Dr. John Palmer Honor Society Award, the highest
The Speech Association program
Virginia Shaw, soprano, will sing tensive study and research into I New York City. The remainder of Gavit, one of our winter residents award given for standard of char- dressed to Box 55, Rollins College.
will be held on Friday, March 19,
a solo from the opera "Lohengrin", many aspects of the a r t and me-1 the party will be made up of men and formerly managing editor of acter and academic ability at MerContest Committee:
at 2 P. M. at the Parish House of
chanics of this field.
by Wagner.
from Princeton, Harvard, Chicago, the New York Evening Post. His cersburg Academy. He is a memSt. Luke's Cathedral.
subject
was
"The
Challenge
of
ImStanford,
the
University
of
CaliProf. Herman F. Siewert, organRHEA
MARSH
SMITH,
It is hoped that the students will
ber of the school senate and the
Professor H. R. Pierce is proist, has announced that the entire show an interest in this new course fornia, and several of the other
debating society and has distingram chairman. The program is
WILLIAM MELCHER,
Dr. Gavit holds to the view that •uished himself in track and footlarge universities.
program for this afternoon will being offered at Rollins,
as follows:
there is no death for our person- ball.
consist of selections from Wagner.
ELDRIDGE HART.
Radio Talk and Demonstration—
alifies; that our work and love will
This will include the well known
Prof. Lester Hals, University of
live after us, and that no unnecesBridal Chorus from "Lohengrin" Florida.
sary
amount
of
time
or
thought
The program:
y^
1^.
J
rr
T* I I
J II
'^'^^ Possibilities of Choric
should be wasted in arguing the
L Prelude to Act IIL Lohenbregg
UlSCOVerea
as tie
I ells
> 4 / / ; speech in the secondary Schoolsquestion of survival of personality
grin.
.
i Miss Willie Dee Willians, Stetson
with
those
committed
to
the
oppoThere is a person on the Rollins
"Where did you become interest2. Prelude and Love-Death muBy JANE WILLARD
are noted for their bull sessions II University.
site view. The only excuse for life
mpus whom many people have ed in dvam.atics?"
sic from the opera "Tristan und
of High School ProbPerhaps you have been wondi
which probably resemble the "truth |
lies in the conviction that what we
it seen or heard of, but who will
"I entered the University of
I Isolde".
square" in China."
! lems : Scenery—Mr. Donald S.
g
what
the
mysterious
call
this
life
is
only
a
part
of
disthe subject of campus comment California, and immediately went
3. Bridal Chorus, from Lohen!" is about and who teaches it?
cipline, an education of person"How can anyone teach experi- j Ulen, Rollins College.
after
Thursday
evening.
He
is
into
the
Dramatic
School.
There
grin.
The feminine curiosity has been ence ? Isn't that something that j The Importance of Speech—Mrs.
ality.
4. Allmachtige Jungfrau, from Howard Miller, who has been trans- the students are on a competitive
The student readers were Lyman especially aroused since seminar everyone must get for himself?" | i.lice Clark, Winter Park.
Tannhauser—Virginia Shaw, so- ported to the stage of the Annie basis. By the way, I was one of
only. At last the
"I don't attempt to teach experi- ^ Developing Debating Teams in
Greaves,
Carl
Howland
and
MaRussel
for
the
lead
in
"There's
Alfour thousand students. On the
prano.
when we inter- ence, but rather to pass on what I ! K'S"h Schools—Robert Cotner, Dean
competitive basis, you work hard rion Galbraith. Clara West But5. Overture to the opera, ways Juliet".
Dean B. Gregg, the manhave had to learn by 'the sock in •• ^^ ^^^"' Stetson University.
ler read a poem by Sarah ChaunLast Thursday morning, your to get any sort of a part."
"Rienzi".
cy Woolsey entitled "When". The who conducts, believe it or not, the the nose' method in hopes that you ' Lecture and Demonstration on
eporter dragged over to the guest
"Do you think a college dramatic choir sang "Glory Now to Thee Be
Experience". Not that may be able to profit by my mis- 1 ^-^^ ^^^ ^^ Make-up—Mrs. Evelyn
com of Rollins Hall to keep an training is good for acting?"
•e comparing Professor Gregg takes. Take for instance, my lee- j ^®"* Hale, University of Florida.
Given", the magnificent chorale
appointment that he thought would
"Drama in the college or univer- from Bach's "Sleepers, Wake!"
fox; although some of the ture called 'decision'. Every mis- |
'
•outine. When the time came
sity is a good idea. Most young
characteristics of the above men- take is proceeded by a wrong deci- ' W i l l i a m a i l d M a r y
to leave for beanery, your reporter
Broadway actors come from coltioned animal might seem neces- sion. I want to pass on academi-I
WftniPn n^hatpr«
praying for more time with
leges. It was through being at
sary to handle such a course.
cal advice, hoping that enough of i
VVOmen UCDaierb
^ard Miller. We talked about
college that I was able to go directThe interview consisted mostly it will stick so that when the stu- j
ything but the subject, the
D e f e a t e d By Rollins
Thursday evening at 8:00 P. M.
ly, to the stage."
of surprises. The first one being
theatre,
on
which
we
were
to
indent
runs
up
against
the
same
or
1
Ri«hard Alter and Oliver Wittmer
when we were asked if there was
"Have you ever worked a t any
similar problems he will be more j Monday evening at 8:00 P. M.
met the debating team of the Uni- terview him.
any
interesting
place
we
would
like
intellectually prepared to meet the , Marita Stueve and Marjory Chinversity of South Carolina a t the Mr. Miller just finished doing a other'phase of theatre?" we asked.
President Hamilton Holt will be to go to have the interview. Since situation."
"Yes,
play writing. I'm doing
j^i^i j^g^ ^^g women's team of WilLakeview High School in Winter play, "Tide Rising", with Grant
a play now, for summer tryout. It the speaker at the morning medi- the day was sunny and since the
What IS another of your lec- liam and Mary College of VirgiGarden. The question discussed Mitchell in New York.
talk
was
going
to
be
on
"experiI nia. Rollins held the affirmative
Did you like the play?" we is a domestic comedy of life in a tation in the Knowles Memorial ence" the family tree was sug-r *"y^^'"
was the Pi Kappa Delta question,
typical American small town. It Chapel on Sunday, March 14th.
There is another called, 'Selling | side of the Pi Kappa Delta quesResolved: That Congress Should asked.
Yourself, to quote Charle;
Dr. Holt has chosen for his sub- gested.
tion. This is the second all wombe Empowered to Fix Minimum
"Not particularly. It was a so- will probably be done at Province"Is that like the square in China Schwab. Many of us think of sales- en's debate held here this year.
ject "Intolerance" which -will prove
^Vages and Maximum Hours for cial document and labour problem town and Showkegan, Maine."
"Have you ever done summer lo be both timely and stimulat- where everyone who goes there men as people traveling around
The members of the William
Industry.
play. Personally, I like gayer
says
whatever
he
wants
to
about
with
sample
kits.
Instead
we
are
ing.
and Mary team visiting Rollins
The University of South Caro- things, not one with a message."
No one is heard by the student his family or friends without any all salesmen every day of our lives. were Misses Elizabeth Bartel,
"Yes,
I have worked at Spring
"What are your favorite plays?"
Hna chose the affirmative side
resentment
felt
by
anyone?"
ProWe
are
selling
our
ideas,
our
plans,
body
and
friends
of
the
college
Lake, N. J., Locust Valley, L. I.,
Greta Grason, and Miss Edna
represented by Mr. Williams and j we ventured.
our energies, our enthusiasms to Howell. The debate was non-deand Showkegan. with greater interest than Dr. fessor Gregg asked.
"I guess 'Good-bye Again' is my Provincetown
Mr Jordan. The debate was an
"That's not what it is generally those with whom we come in con- cision with a shift of opinion balHolt, and it is hoped that a large
audience decision with Rollins | favorite. Then I like 'Design For Next summer I am planning to percentage of the student body noted for," we confessed, and hesi- tact."
lot among the audience before and
holding a majority of about 4 to 1 } Living' in which I played on thework with the Stockbridge (Mas- will be present.
tatingly added, "college students
(Continued on page 2, coi. 6)
sachusetts) company."
after the discussion took place.
among the entire audience.
| road with Corinne Griffith."

FIVE GANOIOATES
WELL QOALIFIED

SHAW TO SING AT
lESPER SERVICE

Reporter Interviews Howard Miller Who
Has Lead in '* There's Always Juliet'

Alter and Wittmer
Defeat University
Of S. C. in Debate

PIERCE CHAIRMAN
OF SPEECH lEET

DR. GAVIT GIVES

'Tox Bagged at Last!'' Identity of

Dr. Holt To Speak
On "Intolerance"
In Chapel Sunday

THE

TWO

ROLLINS
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SA N D S P U R

And Rollins Dance
S CLASS Mila Gibbons
Group Present Program in Daytona

To Appear in

Review of The Week's News
By FRED LIBERMAN
The Supreme Court Issue
President Roosevelt, speaking at
the recent Democratic "victory dinner"; as much as admitted that his
judicial reform plan was designed
to appoint judges sympathetic to
his views and held that the court
should be packed to make it amenable to the New Deal government.
Mr. Roosevelt evidently believes
that any law which Congress intends as an instrument to gain
some beneficial and worth-while
purpose ought automatically become a law.
The President was re-elected because he was not considered a
demagogue, but it looks as if the
people are due for a shocking disclosure of a reversal of character.
It is certain that the people have
appreciated Mr. Roosevelt's work
in aiding the oppressed, but they,
it is hoped, with not follow him in
his attempt to go the limit.
A democracy cannot exist without a stable, respected legal code.
By constantly attacking the power
of the Court and the Constitution,
the Chief Executive is creating a
contempt for them, and threatens
our American liberty, for without
proper respect for law, democracy
can no longer exist.
An example of the attitude
spread by the President's condemnation of the courts, can be found
in the recent automobile strike in
Michigan. Court orders demand.'..'
,:., ^g ' " ^ n t s went
ing evacuatiotl ef tne i-—
unheeded and the strikers laughed
at the "law".
We are not so blind as not to
realize that the President's proposal to pack the Court with New
Deal justices may not be of some
good . . . but we say that good is
only temporary. No doubt, gi'eat
strides will be taken to alleviate
the conditions of the more unfortunate in our country if this law
is passed. But of what permanent
value can such a change be? What
consequences might develop if such
a precedent is set?
Taking for granted that democracy is to continue for another
decade, at least, in American history, there is a strong possibility
that the Republicans might regain
political power. That's where the
fireworks would come in!
The President has admitted that
the six judges he would choose
would be of similar mind to his.

Typewriter Headquarters
Sales and Service
All Makes Used Typewriters

Da.vis Office Supply

Imagine then the quandary this
country will be in when an antiNew Deal administration comes
into office! It is often said that
the liberal of today is the conservative of tomoiTow. Then, at
least six New Deal judges would
be on hand to fight against the
new administration.
If such a condition, as is highly
probable, comes to pass, we will
be in the same kettle of fish once
again, but the danger of dictatorship wiil be even greater.
What could the new President
do? Re-pack the Courts? The
answer is no, for since in our hypothesis, the Court is already packed, public opinion in regard to the
worth of the Court will be not as
favorable as it is now. To repack the Courts would make a farce
out of the whole affair. The next
best thing to do will be to abolish
the Court entirely. If you think
that is a rather far-fetched idea,
let me ask you a question or two.
Did you think the Court would
ever be subject to such a radical
change as is now proposed? Did
you think any President would
have the audacity, regardless of
reasons, to pack the Court with
six new members, all of his own
choosing? Did you think America
would let him get away with it?
Didn't you think that if drastic
action in regard to the Supreme
Court promoted, such as is being
done now, that w? would have a
T-evolution ?
Now take another look at the
situation! Can you not see that
by tampering with our Supreme
Court and our Constitution, unconsciously, no doubt, the President is opening the door wide open
for dictatorship in the near future.
The precedent is too dangerous.
Mr. Sinclair Lewis probably never
dreamed of the Supreme Court
chance, but his "It Can't Happen
Here" may hold more water than
we think.

Flying Club Holds
Meeting Wednesday
In Speech Studio
The Rollins Flying Club held an
informal meeting in the Speech
Studio last Wednesday night. Oliver Wittmer, president of the club,
presided, and plans for a trip were
brought up for discussion.
A meeting will be held tonight,
March 10, at 7:30 in the Speech
Studio. Dean Anderson and Dean
Enyart have been invited to attend.
Alex Knothe and Bill Strowmeyer will talk on aviation.

Thrills Aplenty!
thrilling novel of the big tree couni with all the beauty of perfected
technicolor.

GOD'S COUNTRY
AND THE WOMAN"
AU in Color
with

STUDENTS ENJOy 'There's Always Juliet'
OBSERVING STARS
"Open House" Held By Astronomy Department

Visit Bethune-Cookman Negro
School

ORION IS

IS AN ANNUAL

DISCUSSED

A week ago yesterday evening
the Astronomy Department held
for the first time in its life "Open
House". All of the people who attended this gathering were able to
see Venus in the crescent phase and
were able to learn much about the
earth's nearest neighbor in the
planetary system.
Besides discussing the nearest
thing in space to the earth (except
the moon) the nebula in the constellation of Orion was talked
about. About sixty-five (65) people, consisting of college students,
members of the faculty and staff,
and quite a large number of guests,
including Dr. William L. Holt,
Elma Loires, amateur astronomers,
and Robinault, the famous pianist,
were present.
Because the people seemed to
enjoy the exhibition so much, another one is to be held on the evening of March 16, and the object
will be the moon. At this time
"Lady Luna" will be four days old
at which age she is best for observation purposes as one can see
her craters more easily and in
greater detail than they can when
she is either giheous or full.
To reach the new telescope one
must follow the Holt Avenue side-

The trip to Bethune-Cookman
College last Friday was the outstanding event of the term for the
Racial Relations Class and for the
Interracial Relations Committee of
Rollins.
Approximately
twelve
students and faculty members motored to Daytona to attend the conference held at Bethune-Cookman
on Inten-acial Relations between
'he negro and the white people.
Delegations from the University
of Florida at Gainesville and from
the State Teachers College at Tallahassee also attended the confer-

ilSlUUE 77«»*VS«/C5S

MILLER HAS LEAD
IN RUSSEL PLAY
(Continued from page 1, col. 1)

sts. and, of course, for Americans.
Following the presentation of
'There's Always Juliet" in the Anile Russell Theatre, the Company
will fill its first out-of-town engagement when they take this
sparkling comedy to the Sarasota
Little Theatre on Saturday evening, March 13. The invitation to
produce the play in Sarasota was
extended by the Sarasota Players
who have shown a deep interest in
-,1k past ine X;;;;^ ^^p^^ ^ouse ^he outstanding woi'k of the Annie
to the shore of Lake Virginia, 1 Hussell Company this year, and
There he must t u m right and fol- the production of the pldy irt Saralow the footpath to the end. This sota will be a noteworthy achievefour inch binocular telescope was ment in the annals of the local
given to the college a year ago by theatrical group.
Mr. George West of Maine.
,

Pi Gamma Mu Holds
Initiation Tuesday
In Frances Chapel
The initiation ceremony of Pi
Gamma Mu took place in the
Frances Chapel yesterday at 7:15
P. M.
The following people were initiated: Mary Dudley, Jeanne Gillette,
'sabelle Rodgers, Halsey Whitelaw,
Henry Lauterbach, Robert Vogel,
and Richard Tully.
Im.mediately after the meeting,
the Tomokan picture was taken of
the group.

Meeting Of French
Club Held At Home
Of Mme. Bowman
A meeting of the French Club
was held at the home of Mme.
Bowman, Tuesday, March 9th, at
8:00 o'clock.
Andre Billy presided over the
meeting. A play, "The Dentist",
was given. The rest of the evening
was spent in playing games and
singing.
This club is open to all French
students and is for the purpose of
acquiring a finer understanding of
the French and their language.
This club meets every month.

Dr. John Martin To
Speak Thursday At Robinault Presented
School Auditorium By Conservatory Of
Music Last Friday
Dr. John Martin will give his
weekly lecture on current events
at the high school auditorium. It
is hoped that Dr. Martin will cover
the Supreme Court situation.
His lecture will be delivered at
11:30 a. m. on Thursday morning,
March 11.

AFFAIR

Jean-Marie Robinault, young
pianist, was presented on Friday
evening by the Rollins Conservatory of Music. His program was
presented in the high school auditorium. This was his first concert in this part of the country.

Bethune-Cookman is located at
Daytona and is one of the fine
negro colleges in Florida. The
college is conducting experiments
along very interesting lines and
some fine work is being done by
the students. Visitors are welcome
at all times.
Discussions at the conference
centered around the questions of
segregation or assimilation, prejudices and wages. Much was accomplished at the conference in bringing these important problems to
light and getting the
different
views on them.
The conference a t Bethune-Cookman is an annual affair, having
been started some four years ago.
It is hoped to continue them nexi,,
year.

Phi Beta Announces
Initiation Of Mary
Acher, Polly Raoul
Theta Chapter of Phi Beta
wishes to announce the initiation
of Mary Acher and Polly Raoul
on Saturday, March 6.
The following officers were elected at a meeting Monday to serve
for the coming year: Ruth Melcher, president; Polly Raoul, vicepresident; Peggy Bashford, secrel:ary; Mary Acher, treasurer; Cath;rine Bailey, historian.

Reunion of Eagle's
Nest Campers Held
Here on March 6th
Winter Park was represented by
Mrs. Edwin Clarke and Miss Winifred Clarke, Mrs. Stewart Haggerty and Miss Jane Haggerty, Miss
Jayne, at a reunion of Eagle's
Nest Campers in Winter Park on
March 6th.
Former Eagle's Nest girls and
their mothers, as well as others
who have attended "Eagle's Nest
Family Camp", were guests of Mrs.
Thomas Pearce Bailey who owns
and directs Eagle's Nest Camp at
Brevard, N. C , in the Blue Ridge
"Mountains.

By Staff Reporter
For two years Mila Gibbons has
been building up a dance group at
Rollins. Last February ninth and
tenth it gave a performance in the
Annie Russell Theatre. Although
the box office receipts were not
overwhelming the critical acclaim
received at that time was proof
that the. long hours of regular
drill had not gone unrewarded, and
it was after that performance that
the invitation to Daytona Beach
was extended, for Saturday evening, March 6th. This marks the
first time that Rollins has ever sent
a dance group as a group outside
of Winter Park.
The program was substantially
the same as that given here in
February. In the first half of the
program Miss Gibbons gave seven
dances, the last, the War Dance,
with the group. From'the enthus'
iastic applause that met each dance
it was hard to distinguish which
one the audience most approved.
(Incidentally, the audience in Daytona was larger than the combined
audiences of the two performaces

in Winter Park). The second half
was George Gershwin's Rhapsody
in Blue in which the entire group
participated. This in turn was enthusiastically received and the audience showed its appreciation of
the whole program at the end by
applauding through three curtain
calls.
Thus the first venture beyond
the secluded precincts of Winter
Park met with heartening success.
It is to be hoped that this will
establish a precedent and become
only the first step of many in
scheduling out of town engagements for the Rollins Dance Group.
It is apparent that were it not for
Mila Gibbons this first step would
have been impossible.
Members of the Dancing Group
spent the night and most of the
next day at the Pelican. Those
who made the trip wore: Mila
Gibbons, danseuse; Mrs. Parks,
pianist; Dante Bergonzi, violinist;
Mary Gulnac, costumiere; Helene
Keywan, Betsy Munson, Laura Lou
Lincoln, Mary Dudley, Hildegarde
Rees, Geraldine Wachtell, Nan
Poeller, Tita Steuve.

Experience Teacher Meeting of Audubon
Is Interviewed By
Society Held Here
College Reporter
In Russell Theatre
("Continued from page 1, col. 6)

(Continued on page 2, col. 7)

"In other words you think it is
necessary to 'blow your own horn'
to become successful?"
"Yes I do. When you have r'^nfidence \n yourself others will 3ee
it and have more faith in you ' ,0.'*

the Ornithological Society of New
York. There was also an exhibition of Bird Prints and Bird Lore
in the foyer of the theatre. As an
added feature of the program, the
Rollins Octette sang three songs.
It was announced that the membership of the Florida Audubon
Society had increased one hundred
per cent in the last year, since Mr.
C. R. Mason of Sanford has taken
the chair of President.

"You don't sound very idealistic."
"I am not. Most people by the
time they reach fifty have lost
their ideals. They have found out
how it is impossible to trust anyone and live peacefully in the
world. One of my lectures is called, 'Protecting Yourself and Your
Tc'eals'. I try to show the student
how to keep from wearing his
ideals on his sleeve and how to
cover them with an armor so that
the world will not hurt them."
Somehow the conversation got
around to following your impulses.
"If we followed our impulses for
twenty-four hours it would take
the world a hundred years to recover," I'rof essor Gregg said
gravely. (Reporter's mental note—
after a twenty-four hour stretch
of "follow your impulse day" there
would be no one alive to tell of it.)
The course consists of nineteen
lectures in which "sizing-up people, handling people, marriage,
dames, parents, how to be lucky,
and a philosophy of living" are
discussed.
"Could you define your philoso-

Zeta Alpha Epsilon
Announces Election
Of Student Members
The recently organized honorary
scientific fraternity, Zeta Alpha
Epsilon, has just announced election of its first student members.
The students elected to membership were Robert Fluno, Violet
Halfpenny, Robert Spurr, and
George Waddell. These upper division science students were chosen
because of their high scholastic
achievement in scientific and other
studies.
phy of life?" I asked.
"Life isn't so much in holding a
good hand as in playing a poor
hand well," he said.
This seminar in "Experience"
will be given next term for boys
only. Could it be that thc Rollins
girls don't reed any "experience"?

AMERICAN LAUNDRY
AND

DRY CLEANING CO.
SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS

HOUGH'S
FOOD MARKET

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners

Bachelor Service for Men
Dry Cleaning a Specialty
Rick Gillespie and Henry Lauterback, Campus Agents

Quality — Service

GEORGE BRENT - BEVERLY ROBERTS

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

BABY GRAND THEATRE

Washable
Spring Prints

SHELLUBRICATION FOR YOUR CAR

Newcomers Shell Station
Corner Fairbanks & E. Park Ave.

March 10, 1937

s.
o.
s.
Save Old Shoes

styled
by
Kay
Dunhill
and L'laiglun.

WINTER PARR ELECTRIC SHOP

Eollins College
Winter Park, Fla.
Dear Rollins College Students:

Day and Night Service on Radi(
Phone: Day 29—Night 204
Sold exclusively by Yowell-Drew Co, in
Orlando.

Baggett's Standard Station

Hy! Ho! And a bottle of rum, we are going south
into the summer sun. Yes the spring vacation cruises
leave in just about a week and that will give you just
time enough to look at the stunning new collection
of Nelly Don dresses.

Complete Tire and Battery Service
Corner E. Park & Fairbanks Ave.

$5.95
Sizes 12 to 20.

FOR THE BEST IN FOOD STUFFS

_ _

ANNOUNCING
Purchase of the shoe repair business known as THE SHOE
HOSPITAL from D. H. Bouton.
Shop operated by Tom Johnson.
Prices reasonable. All work guaranteed. Most wanted
polishes and accessories. Shoes shined.
WARREN M. "GRUB" INGRAM, Owner

WINTER PARK SHOE HOSPITAL
(Located between Bank and Landers)

These are the kind of dresses
of which you can never have
too many.
Linen, shantung,
pique, handkerchief linen, soiree
and novelty weaves in gay, colorful prints on white, black and
navy grounds. Also plain colors
in brown, gold, rose, coral and
aqua. One and two-piece models.

Thames'

.,j .^

MARKETESSEN

Like the first crocus gaily lifting its head, these
Nelly Don cottons have a bright spring outlook.
They're perfect for the cruise—and for wearing when
you return home. No matter how long you search
you won't find any dresses that so exactly fit the
many daytime occasions—as well as your figure—
as these striking new Nelly Don's with a special
talent for wearing.

Use Our Cash and Carry Station

Take my tip before it is too late and pick your
crop of Nelly Don Spring costumes from the shop on
the second floor of DICKSON-IVES.

Second Floor.

348 E. Park Ave., Winter Park
Phone 418

A ROLLINS COLLEGE SHOPPER

Yowell-Drew's

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY

ORLANDO

French Dry Cleaners
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Widdicombe Fair Festival
Authenticity of atmosphere and s spontaneity were the most definite
characteristics of Widdicombe Fai:;•, as presented on March 2nd by
the Rollins Folk Dancers- together with the Winter Park high school
dancing students. Costumes, music and dancing carried out the theme
of a seventeenth century English festival charmingly and well.
The stage setting, designed by
John Rae, was particularly realis- Punch's waving baton amused the
tic. No elaborate stage designs cast and the audience alike.
obtruded upon our interest in the
The musicians seemed to catch
characters. As in a real fair, the the haunting spu-it of the folk mupeople made the atmosphere, their sic which they interpreted, but the
gayety casting a glamour about instruments, although well chosen,
rude frame stands and booths. Here lacked in volume. Amelia Dailey
a stand bore a huge sign an- played the piano, Fred Blachley
noucing "Hot Veal Pies". Another the violin, John Rae and Weston
flaunted a large fish, advertising Emory the drums, and John Rae
the wares it sold. Others were the harmonica, while Walter Roycovered with flowers or bright all sang his three solo parts very
with toys. But nothing attained competently.
As for the dancing—there is a
its full meaning until the music
sounded and the fair-goers trooped certain joyous quality in the folk
in, their colors and laughter mak- dances which defies criticism. The
dancers seem to enjoy their parts,
ing the scene complete.
and they impart this spirit to the
The program began with the audience. Though a few mistakes
Morriss Call, played on the violin were made by the younger dancers,
of Friar Tuck, represented by Fred they became merely part of the
Blachley of Rollins. Then the fun. The Rollins Dancers did espeMorriss Processional entered in a cially well; under the direction of
whirl of full skirts and gay necker- Helen Rae, they have succeeded in
chiefs. And with the entrance of attaining a skillful mastery of the
the people, the Fair was under folk dances and a true comprehension of the people who danced
way.
There were no main characters them.
in the fete, save for the various
Outstanding among the dances
traditional characters. Friar Tuck was the Kirby-Malzeard Sword
was one of these, and the King, Dance. The others were gay and
played by Walter Royall. The fair-like, but this one possessed a
Queen, Jester, Hobby-horses and certain drama. Dating from the
Jacks-in-the-Green were all "played thirteenth century, this was once
by people from the Winter Park a sacrificial dance—the steady,
school. These were all costumed rhythmic movement and the sound
appropriately, though the Jacks- of the drums inciting the dancers
in-the-Green were a source of be- to an emotional height which culwilderment until we learned that minated in human sacrifice. Later
the large green paper packages it was merely a ceremonial dance.
walking about the stage were old But on the stage, with the lights
English representatives of trees. dimmed and the drums beating, the
The Jester together with a large emotional quality in the dancing
Punch and Judy stage furnished was intense—so intense that one
the chief diversions. The Jester's began to realize its inflammable
burlesque of the dancers- and reaction. This was the only dance

GIRLS GO TO
GEORGIA MEEIING

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

Will Appear In
Russell Production

Whyte And Smith Represent
Local Theta Chapter

The

in which the stage was darkened,
and from its beginning—the ballad
sung by Walter Royall, to its end—
the formation of the swords into a
star and the mock-death of the
Jester, the audience was held by
the dramatic quality of the dance.
It mighr be said that the construction of Widdicombe Fair was
occasionally-ragged. But in this
very lack of stage finish lay it?
naturalness, and therefore its chief
charm. The object of any sort of
presentation—whether dancing or
acting, is to appeal to an audience,
and Widdicombe Fair so far succeeded in this that the audience wa?
drawn into the spirit of the dan-

clare they are solving.

NOTICE
Students who may be interested in making application for
editor and business manager of
the Rollins "R" Book for 19371938 should file application in
writing to the secretary, E. T.
Brown, before noon, March 13th.
Applicants should be members
of the Upper Division with one
year's experience on a school or
college publication.

One of the musical events of the
' eek IS the Senior Recital of Miss
'^azel Bowen of Winter Park, SatII day, March 13, at 8:15 P. M. in
he Annie Russell Theatre.
Miss Bowen, one of the outstandng members of the Rollins Consei vatoi y, has long been well'<nown for her rich mezzo-soprano
voice. Before coming to Rollins
she won two state contests in North
Carolina; and for four years she
was second contralto soloist in the
George Vanderbilt Church there.
Later she won the all-state high
school contest sponsored by the
Rollins Conservatory.
Since, she has sung as contralto
soloist in the college A Capella
Choir. Likewise she has sung in
the Octette for five years. Soloist
•.n the Congregational Church here,
;he has given concerts in various
places all over Florida. A singer
af great promise. Miss Bowen is
imong the most popular artists
who appear regularly before Winter Park audiences.
Her program includes:

I.
Traume
Wagner
Widmung
Schumann
0 Kuhler Wold
Brahms
Nichts
Strauss
cers. To us, the Fair became not
Zueingmung ;
Strauss
a festival which we were watching, but a thing i n which ^e could
II.
take part.
0 don fatale, from "Don
Carlo"
Verd:
Inspired by P. G. Wodehouse,
III.
students at Nazareth College have
organized a Goon Club, which has Amour, viens aider, from Samadopted this slogan: "A pun a day
son and Delila
Saint-Saens
keeps your enemies away."
J'ai Pleure en Reve
Hue
II Neige
Bemberg
Les Berceaux
Faur
n Pleut
Barbirolli

she chooses Luckies for her voice
LOVELY P R I M A D O N N A O F
M E T R O P O L I T A N O P E R A SAYS:

"A season of opera and concert
means my voice and throat must
be consistently inperfect condition..
Therefore, although most of my
smoking is done while 1 am on
vacation, it is all important to me
that I be careful in choosing my
cigarette. I smoke Luckies because
I enjoy their taste and because
I feel it is wiser for me to choose
a light smoke for my voice,"

IV.
By a Lonely Forest Pathway
Griffes
God's World
Wolfe
Only a Cry
Watts
Hop-Li, the Rickshaw
Man
Manning
Love Went A-Riding
Bridge
Miss Bowen will be accompanied
at the piano by Mrs. Emelie
Dougherty.

Eda's
and remember
"Beauty is a
Duty"

ANDY'S GARAGE
Expert Service
KENDALL
the 2000 mile oil

Office Equipment
Business Stationery
Loose Leaf
Shaeffer and Eversharp
pens
Artist Materials
Typewriters
Philatelic Supplies

O'NEAL-BRANCH
C O M P A N Y
39 East Pine St.
Orlando

However Communism has paid a tribute to

same rights which were guaranteed to the French and Americans
after their revolutions. Nevertheless, these three countries, Russia,
Germany and Italy, command the fervent faith and loyalty of their
citizens to a degree hardly equal in the Democratic count^ries.
That is an astonishing challenge.
It must be born in mind that there nation or state. Mussolini, a few
is allowed only a one-sided expres- days ago said, "Capitalism is dead
sion which is naturally in favor of only you people don't know it. In
the government. While the very Italy it is abolished." Government
essence of Democracy implies free- by the people he thinks is nonsense.
dom of thought and expression. After the breakdown of the govThis forbids consolidation and en- ernments both Hitler and Mussothusiasm which characterizes the lini came into power through the
countries we are examining. Al- chaos. Communism as well as
though that solidarity has advan- Fascism believe in government
tages it also has too costly disad- control of the economic life of the
vantages. Everything is sacrificed people. Fascism is for militant
for the youth of their country. It reasons. That is the primary puris true that the red cheeked youth pose of Fascism. In Germany all
of Russia and the boys and girls securities are handed over to the
of Germany that ciiss-cross across government. The penalty for disthe countryside are happy and obedience is death. The overworkhealthy. May we not question in ed munition workers can look for
our own hearts our laws when we
increase in wages. They must
compare the long heavy hours of overwork for the salvation of their
child labor still practiced in many country. In spite of the lowei
parts of our country? Democracy tandard of living, and increased
has blemishes like other forms of poverty they dare not complain.
governments which we must recogThe nature of the Fascism is
nize in order to cure.
two-fold: First, it is primarily miliStalin says that our political tary and second it is to unify and
liberties are "humbug" because make a strong ad determined nathey are based on a false economic tion. There militarism has one adsystem which forbids a true liberty vantage in that it is building a
for the proletarian and makes it strong and healthy race of people.
easy for the lucky and well-to-do. They challenge the United States
In Russia no man can employ an- and England to show them such
other for a wage. Their two car- fine and perfect physical examples
dinal sins are: (1) Exploitation of youth which are being prepared
(obtaining profit from the employ- as sacrifices to Mars.
ment of labor), and (2) speculation
At the end of the 18th century
(buying materials to sell at a
there was an economic revolution
profit). Toil in the U. S. S. R. is
in France and the United States
an obligation and a matter of hon„, ,
,
, ,
which encouraged great individualHe who does not work does j^^ic achievements. However we
not eat". Nobody
will have to admit that the benefits
independent income derived from of that triumph are not distributed
stocks and bonds. However, per- equally. We will have to confess
sonal property for personal use is that periodically thousands of peoprotected by law and savings can ple have lost confidence in their
be transferred at death to whom security. But says Communism
ever you wish. Because of past and Fascism you disregard thoubitter experience the regulations sands at the bottom of your social
have been modified and each peas- scale. You are going basically
ant is allowed to own land which against our doctrine namely that
will be turned back to the state the government has everything to
after his death. Pure Communism do with business. You say that the
from which they tried to start is government has nothing to do with
not now being practiced; instead business. Yours is a hands off
they are begining to use Socialism. policy. The Soviet repudiates our
They say, "From each according to doctrine as inhuman. Fascism rehis ability, and to each according pudiates our doctrine as a military
to his toil".
doctrine.
But what is Bolshevism? It
Our arm_y has always been negameans the whole creed of the Russian government; including not tive in size. Its uniform is hardly
only the economic side but the re- ever seen on the streets. Now the
ligious side as well. It is the meth- 20th century challenges that docod as well as the doctrine. The I t"ne- The government has entermethod of establishing Communism ed into business in most of the
European countries. However unby violence and bloodshed.
Their education is universal, it der no circumstances will we peris extended to all free of charge. mit change by violence. ExperiIt even reaches to the people in ence in the last ten years has
the shops and on the farms. Wom- showed us that we must organize
en have equal rights with men and democracy for self-defense. Mr.
there is no persecution of the Jews Anthony Eden says that democracy
is a positive faith which if necesor suppression of the darkies.
At the top sits Stalin. He is al- sary we will even fight for.
That weapon is not sufficient.
ways depended on the support of
the people for his poUtical convic- We have a weapon if we will use
tions. He is not working against' it. It is the method of discussion,
examination and debate. Mussothem but for them.
How is it working ? The peas- lini says we are afraid to fight.
ants are better off; although not We do fight, hut with the sword
so well off as the farmers in the of the spirit. We are not afraid
United States. In Moscow the of our own reason and judgment.
standard of living is not so high People who want to kill Communas here; the clothes are crude and ism by prohibiting discussion are
rough and their enjoyments are using Communistic methods. Commeager although their theaters munism does not discuss Democraand dancing is of the best in the cy but Democracy does discuss
Communism.
world.
Fascism repudiates the political
How shall the goods and wealth
and economic doctrines of De- be distributed so that none of us
mocracy. It says that the State is need be "red in the face" when
all in all. All property may be misfortune comes?
Democracy
held subject to the condition hat means all around cooperation.
it serves to the advantage of the

BUICK
and

PONTIAC
Two Fine Cars
THE FINEST T O B A C C O S "THE CREAM OF THE CROP"

A Light Smoke
"It's Toasted'*-Your Throat Protection
AGAINST IRRITATION-AGAINST

By JANE WILLARD
differences between Communism, Fascism, and De-

IS SOLOIST FOR CHOIR liberal Democracy in their new constitution by guaranteeing the

Helen Jepson tells why

Ln independent survey was made recenriy
among professional men and women—lawyers,
doctors, lecturers, scientists, etc. Of those who
said they smoke cigarettes, more than 87% stated
they personally prefer a light smoke.
Miss Jepson verifies the wisdom of this preference, and so do other leading artists of the
radio, stage, screen and opera. Their voices are
their fortunes. That's why so many of them
smoke Luckies. You, too, can have the throat protection of Luckies—a light smoke, free of certain
harsh irritants removed by the exclusive process
"It's Toasted". Luckies are gentle on the throat.

Democracy,
Communism

Has Been Member of Conserv- mocracy are many because Democracy has hitherto not set itself to
atory For Four Years
solve economic problems which both Communism and Fascism de-

INSTALLATION IS H E L D
The installation of Gamma Delta
chapter of Kappa Alpha Theta
took place Saturday at the Georgian Hotel at the University of
Georgia in Athens.
The grand president, Mrs. D
Bligh Gassett, presided, assisted by
Mrs. Donald B. Sinclair, grand vice
president, and Mrs. T. T. Moore,
grand secretary.
A banquet was held Saturday
night at the Georgian Hotel in
honor of the new chapter.
The following day the convention of District 11 was held. Mrs
Ralph Quillian, district president,
presided.
Members of Gamma Gamma
chapter who attended were Priscilla Smith, installation delegate,
and Anne Whyte, convention delegate. Delegates representing Theto chapters at Sophie Newcombe,
Vanderbilt, Tallahassee, and Duke
were present. Among the delegates from Duke was Virginia
Braznell, a former Rollins student.

BOWEN TO GIVE Martin Covers
Fascism and
SENIOR RECITAL

COUGH
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Tb« Am«rleHi 1

FINE USED CARS

Orange
Buick-Pontiac Co.
330 N. Orange
Orlando

SEE WHAT'S NEWEST I
Electric Toasters, Coffee Drippers, Cookers of a dozen sorts, are
here to thrill you with their modern improvements and looks! Buy
no Electric Utensils till you see the
very newest types. You would
pay the same prices for older-type
sorts.

The Bennett Electric
Shop
242 E. Park Ave.

ie Simplicity patterns and
our New Silks for your new
Easter frock. Priced at 79c and
$1.00 yard.

THF

R. F. Leedy
COMPANY

THE

Peace Meeting
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SANDSPUR

ROCKING THE NATION

STUDENT
OPINION

A few weeks ago we were asked to attend
the Peace Seminar meeting on Wednesday
evening. As guest speaker for the evening
KSTABLISHED IN 1894 W I T H T H E FOLLOWING we heard Stuart Wright, representative
from a national peace organization. Besides
EDITORIAL
the Rollins students, there was a representaUnassuming yet mighty, sharf and -pointed, well- tive group from Southern College.
tjunded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
As a visitor to this meeting we came away
'ic as its name implies,
as gritty i
with some definite reactions based entirely
Iorious in single .combat and therejore without a
on this first impression. Two questions still
•peer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in eir'
remain with us. Will such peace organiza
culation: all these will be jound upon investigation
tions, as the one at Rollins, be enough to
to be among the extraordinary
qualities oj the
educate the people in this country against
SANDSPUR.
war? Are the leaders of these organizations
going about their job in the correct way to
1935
Member
193^
achieve their purpose?
Ptesocioted GoUeBiote Press
The meeting was called to make plans for
Distributor of
a peace program to be held at Eollins in the
first part of April. Then, there were some
Member: Winter Park Chamber of Commerce plans made for a state peace convention of
all the colleges and universities in Florida.
Florida Intercollegiate Press Association.
Most of the time was spent on the last phase
of
discussion.
Publication Office:
Fairbanks Avenue
at Interlachen
Mr. Wright elaborated on what was being
Published

Weekly

by Undergraduate
of Rollins.

Students

March 4, 1937.
Dear Editor:
Wlien Mr. Roosevelt proposed
\is court change a storm of protest arose. W^here did it come
"rom, how could his plan be so
stoutly resisted when only a few
nonths previous a vast majority
Tad raised the democratic banner
n-er the White House and had
vOwed to follow its flow?
This very break suggests to me
'hat inherent in our system of government there is stifling evil. What
s this evil? My opinion is that
ve are not ruled by an honest majority, but rather by an impres•vionistic mass.
Let me illustrate my point, at the
'jasis of every one's thinking there
is or should be one fundamental
principle to which the successfully
intelligent human relates all problems. Men have realized this in
'heory for ages and have learned
that there are always two paths
but once the path is chosen we
cannot cross to the other without
tieing inconsistent. To give an example of this type of thinking let
[ me choose two points of view in
philosophy. One says the world is
always changing; another that the
world is permanent. Here there
an be no crossing from one to another.

Golle6iate Di6est
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done at the schools in his district in the
south. His attention was focused on the
elaborate program being planned by the Florida State College for Women a t Tallahassee
for national peace day. Otherwise we gained
Subscription Price: Ey mail anywiiere in tiie nothing from his talk except for two words
United States $1.50 a term (12 weeks), ?2.50 for he used in almost every sentence—SO
.wo terms, or $3.00 for tlie full college year.
WHAT?
National A'devrtising Representative:
NATIONAL, ADVERTISING SERVICE, INC.
420 Madison Avenue, New Yorlt City
400 North Michli
enue. Chicago

act of March 3, 1879.

rark, Florida
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Intolerance
On Sunday morning, March 14, Dr. Hamilton Holt will speak on Intolerance in
Knowles Memorial Chapel. This should be of
interest to all Rollins students for it will
cover the criticism bestowed on Rollins College by that group of people who can say
nothing but ill against its system.
What is intolerance? Webster says: "refusal to allow others the enjoyment of their
chosen modes or opinions."
Dr. Holt could not have chosen a more fitting subject to speak about. As president
of Rollins College he is the one person who
should answer those people that refuse to
allow this college and its system any favorable comment.
The president could not have picked a
more difficult job to do. Difficult in that
he must be tactful in the manner of his answer, so that he will not be accused of using
the same malicious method practiced by our
self made enemies.
Certainly Dr. Holt is the person to do this
job. His idealism, his faith in human nature
and his love for Rollins College and what it
stands for are the best recommendations any
one person could hope to have. He knows
Rollins as well as anyone could know something, and he is wise enough to know it's
weak spots along with it's strong selling
points.
Every student at Rollins College should
hear what the president will say next Sunday. Every student could get from Dr. Holt
the manner in which this sort of criticism
should be handled. The students as well as
Dr. Holt can be a great part in curbing just
such talk.
Dr. Holt's message will reach the college
and its friends on Sunday. Students, it is
up to you to transmit and expound his answer to all gossip about Rollins College. You
must take it home with you and pass it on
to any people who are hurting Rollins with
untruthful and far-fetched talk.
The Sandspur staff would appreciate any
student opinion on the subject and how Dr.
Holt's handling reacted on them. If it takes
hold in the student body, that is all that will
be necessary. If this point is not achieved
something must be done to make the students see the president's answers. For until
vve see them ourselves, we can be of no help
;o Rollins College in clearing up this matter.
The Sandspur wishes ot congratulate Dr.
Holt on the stand he is taking about Intolerance against Rollins College. We know that
everything he says will be sincere and constructive. He is to be admired for attempting to correct the msiconstrued opinion some
people hold against Rollins.

Mr. Wright did not have the full support
of the students for his proposals. Many
times the same students would disagree with
him for the sake of disagreeing. His manner of attack against these students was entirely wrong. He treated them in a manner
that could win no adverse point of view to
his side. His personality seems to lack the
quality necessary to do such a job.
In the first place he is cynical in many
thing he says. His kind of cynicism is offensive, especially on first impression. One
immediately loses respect for what he has to
say, when treated in such a manner. Secondly, he does not have the personality of which
cynicism is a part. He harms himself as
well as the cause he is working to attain.
Peace at any cost is what the peace seminar group advocates. This, in our opinion,
is something vital to work for. Any group
3f students interested in such a cause has
something difficult to attain. First, these
students must see the cause themselves. We
feel that as individuals they do see the cause
for peace, but as a group they do not grasp
just what they are reaching to achieve.

Footnotes
By STEVEN H. BAMBERGER

Now to turn back to politics. At
this time in our country there are
two parties; the democratic or liberals and the Republicans or con'^ervatives. The leaders of both of
these parties are sincere as well as
a certain number of followers. They
vote consistently their own ticket.
But neither one of them has an
honest majority or one would always be in power. So the government is really established by those
fence sitters who jump to one side
or another. These indecisive votThe recital by Jean-Marie Robi- ers have no honest policy which
nault at the Auditorium last Fri- they follow. They sway to one side
day evening drew a small but ad- or another for almost any reason.
miring and enthusiastic crowd. His
This is the evil of our great
unusual technical skill was displayed to the utmost throughout a democratic government—the fence
sitters
who decide tho ballot. These
most difficult program. I enjoyed
most of all, the Bach-Busoni Cha- uncertain voters have contaminated
democracy
for they have made it a
conne which opened his program.
His style of playing was especial- system of bribery and fabulous
ly suited to this music which re- promises.
So if we are ever to have a
quires much strength and agility.
The Chopin Etudes were also done smoothly functioning government
everyone
must be educated to
with much brilliance and finish. I
was disappointed, however, in the choose one side or another and to
Chopin Ballade in G Minor which base their decision^ upon facts and
he played more like a technical ex- to hold to their choice through thick
ercise than anything else and with and thin. Then will we have a sinvery little depth or feeling. The cere thinking majority in which
Debussy group were excellent from the opinion of the minority will be
the technical standpoint but lacked respected for it will be as sincerehumor. The Liszt numbers did ly contended.
Thus, when a president enters
not appeal to me particularly as
music but he played them with the White House he will be supbrilliance and dash. His first en- ported whole-heartedly and party
core, a Chopin Mazurka, pleased politics will be gone forever.
me more than almost anything on'
A REPUBLICAN.
the program.
Walter Royall, Sally Hammond piano selections and Marcelle will
and Marcelle Hammond will put on q:ive a reading.
a program this evening a t the Al- There will be a solo class Friday
tamonte
Hotel
in Altamonte morning and a meeting of the
Springs. Walter will sing two piano repertoire class Friday evegroups of songs, Sally a group of ning.

CONSERVATORY
NOTES

No single issue, since last night's Beanery dinner, has raised such
storm of controversy and dissension as has the "no-smoking-in-theissroom" question which we are daringly bringing to the fore for
e first time. If we had our way we'd smear the whole scandal in
crimson headlines all over the front page and whistle that popular
ditty, "Smoke gets in your Eyes", just for spite. However, as we
haven't got our way, all we can do is to whistle and content ourselves
with the thought that most of you are color-blind anyway.
The first person we interviewed 1^=^
- •
~ ~
To the visitor the meeting is not presented
regarding this vexing problem was buniping into and apologizing to
in an interesting form. Something should the Dean who seemed to be quite \;^^ North-East wall
way
be done to their meetings to secure a wide set in his views. "We don't allow
range of campus attendance. The present smoking in the classi:ooms," he out. He needn't have worried. We
wouldn't breathe it to a soul.
organization is too small to receive any sa'id, "because of the fire-hazard."
Frustrated for the third time, we
backing from the students. A lack of unity Can you imagine that? Because of were about to call the whole thing
the fire-hazard! Poof, poof and Otf when along came George Cartamong the group itself is felt.
still another poof! It was all we wright Jr. "Well George," we
Second, the students are inclined to argue
could do to control ourselves. "Sooo said, trying to be merry, "What do
over unimportant things that lead away from
what ?" we drawled, staring him
the important question in view. The conver- ye for eye and breathing him you think of smoking in the classsation stresses trivial things and avoids the reath for breath. He could hard- rooms?"
"Smoking in the classn )ms!" he
important issues at stake. When the stu- ly believe his ears. Neither could
Iated. "Why there i no such
dents fight among themselves how can they
"So what what?" he growled, j thing. Rollins College ha ; and alexpect to agree on a peace program which
tling like a Dr. West's tooth- I ways will have oil-burners and anywould be presentable to the whole campus? brush in action. "So what what; one knows they don't smoke, you
The editors of the Sandspur feel that peace what?" we whimpered unafraid, | knot-head you. Furthermore. . ."
is a vital thing to the welfare of our coun- bviously unwilling to back down a j He might still be talking there
ingle step. As it so happened, we for all we know. We ran away
try. We wish to commend this handful of
had had nothing to worry about on j and subsequently wrote the followstudents and professors who are trying to this score as we were carried out: ing one-act play which is bound to
organize on this campus. But as a specta- long before the fifth "what" and make a name for us in the dramatic
tor we wish to offer the above criticism. deposited whence we had come—on ' world providing that Euigene
The Sandspur will back a peace program that the curb.
O'Neill doesn't steal our stuff.
will give something definite to the Rollins
Were we discouraged? Indeed! The scene is laid in any classstudent—a program that would gain the ent. Did we lost hope ? No indeed. ' room at Rollins. The main chartire support of Rollins College.
Did we lose faith? Nope. Did we acter is Nick (short for Nicotine)
lose anything? Well we did lose a • Smoking, who has had to change
collar-button en route from the j his name to Jake, the tailor, as
Dean's office. However, we got : they don't allow Smoking in the
from other
newspapers
that back again when the Dean • classrooms. Jake is in love with
himself came down with it and Gloria Smanson, a dapper flapper
A thing is worth precisely what usual costume."—Los Angeles Juntried to fit it on us personally. He who has been in the freshman class
didn't succeed though and nearly ever since the last war and we it can do for you; not what you ior Collegian.
Congressional leaders have struck upon a choked us to death trying to do it. '. don't mean the Spanish Revolution choose to pay for it—Whately.
Strange they call it the latest
plan whereby long-term federal prisoners We've often wondered whether he ; either. She is looking at Jake, who
idea. Things like that have been
If we don't discipline ourselves going on around here for several
ind their families would, like pioneers, wrest really meant to put that button on j in turn is looking at the Profesthe
world
will
do
it
for
us.—Wilyears. We just haven't been call;heir livelihood from the land. The feasi- or not. Who knows? (Ed. Note: : sor, who in turn is looking at
ing attention to it or giving prizes.
j Gloria, who in turn is looking a t liam Feather.
bility of establishing just such a colony is And what's more, who cares ?)
The next person we came across Jake etc., as the curtain rises,
:o be investigated.
Whoever acquires knowledge but
Just another one of those things:
happened to be a student who had
Gloria (to Professor): Profesdoes not practice it is as one who My lover him have went away
As a site for the colony it has been sugjust been interviewed by the In- I sor, I'm hot. I'm practically boilploughs but does not sow,—Saad. My lover him have went to stay
gested that the Rat Islands more than 1,000 quiring Reporter and who didn't [ ing over.
Him won't come to I
niles out in the Pacific from Alaska, be think it fair-play to repeat his an- Professor (to Gloria): Gloria,
MANY RARE COINS FOUND Me won't went to he.
ased. The group of four islands includes an swer. Instead he stuck his tongue just so long as you don't smoke
IN MOLEHILl^Headline, Well,
area of 1,000 square miles.
out at us and chased us around the you're all right. The minute you it's better to make a mint than a Don't it awful?
—Tatler.
Australia was originally used for just such horseshoe with a baseball bat he start you'll have to leave.
mountain of one.
So ends this simple little tragedy
a purpose by England. Look at this great had been using for a toothpick.
Fortunately we struck him out but of the classroom and what a lovely
WHEAT
NOW USED IN
Can you take it. Freshmen?
country today. Of course, Australia is much we couldn't wait for our half of
ending it is too. AND WHAT'S BUILDING ROADS — Headline. Oh, what keeps a freshman
larger, more centrally located, more ideal in ihe inning so the game had to be
MORE, I F YOU DON'T LIKE IT vVe've had - read made from that From breaking under the strain?
climate, and much nearer international con- called, "0-0".
YOU CAN COME AND HELP US same wheat.
Oh what keeps each poor freshman
tact, but we feel this is a fine way to give
We were getting pretty impa- WITH SOME TERM PAPERS.
From becoming quite insane?
these men a new start in life. They could tient now. It was almost time for BAH!
"Lighthouse no glood for flog," Oh, what keeps timid freshmen
not commit their crimes under the adverse tea and goodies and still no consays Chinaman, "Lighthouse he From a softening o fthe brain?
The Blue Stocking quotes this shine, whistle he blow, flog bell he
conditions they would be thrown into for the structive statements on the smokNOTHING
ing situation had been procured. morsel from the Daniel Baker (Col- ring, and flog he come just the
next few years.
—Tatler.
Haphazardly, we stamped into one legian:
same. No j^'ood,"—Columns.
of the classrooms and lo and be- "Now I lay me down to rest
1st: "Can anything be worse
hold, what did we see? Sitting Before I take tomorrow's test.
One day a lady and gentler^ian
Dan Rogers reports through United Press under the desk and on the floor was
than being old and bent?"
If I should die before I wake.
were sitting a t a bar.
that the results of a poll taken in European a professor, cigarette in hand,
2nd: "Yes, being young and
Thank gosh I'd have no test to
He: How many drinks does it
capitals reveals that people agree that Great calmly puffing away. He had not
broke."—The Log.
take."
take to makt you dizzy?
Britain, France and Russia will line up to- heard us enter so we kicked him
She: Five, and don't call me
gether against Italy and Germany, leaders in the shins. "Hey," we yelled,
The University of Minnesota's Dizzy.—Mississippi Collegian.
Lines penned by student upon
•'Watcha doin' down thex-e?"
of a Fascist bloc.
"barefoot girl", Ingrid Larson, had
entering class:
"Sm-sm-smoking," he stuttered, to take off her shoes again. HavJapan would keep her German agreement.
"The latest idea for dances "Now I sit me down to sleep,
Belgium and Holland will remain neutral, startled out of his wits and hardly ing to forgo a lifelong habit of comes from San Francisco Junior The lecture's dry, the subject's
deep.
along with the Scandinavian powers. The able to look us in the eye. "But "barefooting it", acquired while College, Their first dance this
please don't tell a soul, will you living in Hawaii, she wore shoes year was a Bad Taste dance. If he- should quit before I wake,
Balkan states are uncertain.
please, please don't," he whispered until recently when an ulcer, caused Everything from clothes to man- Give me a punch for goodness
All we can say for this propaganda is—A hoarsely to us in Persian as he by leather-rubbing, developed on ners had to be in bad taste, and a
sake!"
dashed madly out of the room. her foot.
FINE KETTLE OF FISH!
prize was given for the most un—The Emory Wheel.
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Pitching

^ Phi Dilts RecordWith
Three Men On
Basketball
y
Teams; Justice Brothers, Levy,
Murray;
»V
and Kirby On First Team
\
1^

By WENDELL DAVIS
Theta Kappa Nu, winners of the 1936 Intramural Basketball Leag
Bunting, and Phi Delta Theta, runner-up, dominated this year's A
tCi Star ratings, the Thetas placing four men and Phi Delts three
the
\ two teams. The K. A.s, surprise club of the year, had two represen
iL tatives while the X Club completed the favored group
1^ Picking all-star teams is always
for any woulddifficult I
;er, and no exception
iji^be sports
to this year's All-Stars. However,
it«a feeble but earnest attempt has
5. been made.
First Team
tj. In this writer's estimation, the
J; first team could give any better
I, than average college quintet a bat- Take Six Singles and Lone
J tie. With Jack Justice and Don
Doubles Match
^ Murray at the forwards, Ed Levy,
^ center, and Gerard Kirby and Joe
LAUTERBACH
LOSES
^ Justice, guards, this five possesses
^ speed, scoring ability, a strong deThe University of Florida tennis
* fense, and fortitude.
team easily defeated the Rollins
"^ Jack Justice and Murray are netmen by sweeping the six sinI both high scorers. Justice was gles engagements and the lone
' third in the scoring while Murray doubles match on the Rollins courts
was second. A fast breaker and Saturday afternoon.
good passer especially when workLeading the Florida victory pa* ing with brother Joe, Jack Justice rade was Kent Boyle who won the
was one of the highlights in the feature match of the day from
^ championship march of the T. K. Captain Hank Lauterbach of Rol" Ns. Justice proved that he eould lins, 2-6, 6-3, 8-6. Lauterbach
^ stand under fire also showed plenty started out strongly taking the
^ of speed under the basket.
first set in easy fashion, but his
* Mun-ay was the scoring threat game slipped a little in the second
' of the Phi Delts. Murray can set which he lost 6-3. Boyle after
! dribble, handle the ball expertly trailing four games to three in the
' and ij; a good guard. He is a keen final set, took the next two games
I ball hawk and a quick thinker. He, with the loss of only three points.
• too, is fast and would combine
Here Lauterbach braced to knot
• with Jack Justice as two fast- the court at five all. Games then
' breaking forwards that would be went with service until Boyle broke
• hard to stop.
through in the fourteenth game to
take the set and match, 8-6. Both
Levy at Center
men played exceptionally fine tenLevy at center is a Valuable nis, employing lobs, smashes, and
man on any ball club. Levy con- forehand and back hand drives with
trolled the tap for the Phi Delts consumate skill.
and was a powerhouse in picking
Henderly of Florida, using a rerebounds off the backboards. He verse twist which Chick Prentice
is one of the fastest men in college found difficult to handle, won at,
and made good use of this physical 6-3, 6-3.
stature and speed throughout the
In the number 3 singles match,
season. Levy was fifth in the
McKay of Rollins dropped a 6-2,
scoring standings and was a good
6-3 decision to O'Bryan of Florida.
guard, holding his opponents to a
O'Bryan's game was marked by
• minimum of points.
fast court covering with a smooth
Joe Justice and Gerard Kirby ground attack and smashing overwere the standout guards in the head.
circuit. Both possess speed, are
Weatherby of Florida, packing a
clever ball handlers, play b.-st un- stinging service, won from Biroli.
der pressure and are always scor- 6-2, 6-0, while Bingham, Rollins,
ing threats. Justice was named playing number five, lost to Bureh,
captain of the team and was easily 6-2, 6-2, In the final singles
the outstanding player in the match Pollard, Florida, defeated
league. Justice is a floor-man who Ademek, 6-0, 6-1.
held the individual scoring honors,
In the only doubles match O'BryI held
such
as McTnnes, an and Weatherby won from Lau,
, high
, scorers
,
the Miller brothers to few pomts ^^^.j,^^^ ^^^ Prentice after the latand is a keen ball-hawk. He was
the first set,
the inspiration for Thetas in
their march, and proved to be the
steadying influence in the all-im- baskets per game.
George Miller and Gillespie are
portant K. A. and Phi Delt games
placed at the guards and for scrapin the second half.
Kirby was the steadying influ- py^ aggressive play would be hard
ence for the Phi Delts. He was to beat. Gillespie, like Kirby, preone of the coolest players in the ferred to play defensively rather
league, a good passer, v/ith a bet- than make points and thus saved
ter than average eye for the many ball games through his
hustling play. Whereas last year
bucket.
he was one of the high scorers, this
Second Team Good
Picking a second team was more year he shot rarely but managed
difficult than picking the first to average four valuable points a
club. It was finally decided to put game.
George Miller, like brother Elmo,
Elmo Miller and Marion Mclnnis
at forwards, Ollie Daugherty, cen- was picked for his speedy and agter. Rick Gillespie and George Mil- gressive game. Playing a steady
ler, guards. The group would be game throughout the season he
an aggressive, defensive quintet rose to the heights in the second
contrasting to the fast offensive half Theta Kappa Nu-K. A. encounter.
game of the first team.
First Team—Jack Justice, T. K.
It is a shame to leave such good
players as Fi-ank Castelluccio, Joe N., forward; Don Murray, Phi
Knowles, Art Brownell, Buck John- Delts, forward; Ed levy, Phi Delts,
son, Frank Daunis, Ralph Little, center; Joe Justice, T. K. N.,
Curry Brady and Hank Lauter- guard; Gerard Kirby, Phi Delts,
bach off the two teams. Brady and guard.
Second Team—Elmo Miller, K.
Little played all-star ball in the
few games in which they partici- A., forward; Marion Mclnnis, X
Club, forward; Oliver Daugherty,
pated.
Elmo Miller surprisingly for his T. K. N., center; George Miller, K
shortness of stature, was a good A., guard; Rick ^illespie, T. K. N.,
guard and one of the best floor men guard.
Honorable Mention—Frank Casin the league—if not the best. His
speed and his dribbling ability fea- '.elluccio. Independents; Fi-ank Dautured every K. A. game. Elmo Mil- nis, Joe Kowles and'Ralph Little,
ler was one of the high scorers in K. A.s; Cun-y Brady, T. K. N., and
the individual standing an'd led his Art Brownell, Phi Delt.
team in that respect.
' Living expenses at th<
Mclnnis is Forward
co-op dorm.itorie sof Pennsylvania
Marion Mclnnis
his position State College have been slashed to
on the
:ond team from Castel- a new low at $5.25 per week for
luccio I
use of better team play, each coed, reports Charlotte E,
Both ir
have eagle eyes for the Ray, dean of
basket.
1 dribble, guard and are
On the theory that students will
quick on their feet, but Mclnnis
showed better cooperation in a talk more freely in class if they are
losing cause than did Castelluccio. better acquainted, psychology inOllie Daugherty at center was structor Elwood Senderling of Ohio
perhaps the most improved ball State University threw an "iceplayer in the league. His guard- breaking" tea dance recently.
ing of Ed Levy and the K, A.'s
Robert Taylor, cinemactor, has
Frank Daunis in the Thetas' last
game bordered on the spectacular. donated $250 to Stanford UniverHe showed fortitude and stamina sity for the study of the psycholothroughout the season. Although gy of the theatre.

Staff Has Kettles as Ace Hurler
Brady and McPherson Trying for
Second Berth

With

By BOB HAYES
Devoting the past week to limbering-up exercises and batting drills,
Coach Jack McDowall began this week to give his squad of Rollins College baseball players intensive infield drills in preparation for the
season opener with Emory and Henry here two weeks hence.
^=:^^^,^^,,^_:_^^ :^.— - — .J -pijg Tars, starting late because
)f winter football drills, open their
schedule with a four-game stand at
;iarper-Shepherd Field. Beginning
Monday, March 22, the Tars engage the Emory and Henry nine in
two-game series, Monday and
Tuesday afternoons. On Friday and
Saturday of the same week, McDowall's charges will meet the
South Georgia State diamond men
in another two-game series.
During the remaining two weeks
before opening their season, the
Tars will engage in long daily drills
Cetrulo Leads Rollins Winners as Coach McDowall tinkers with
With Five Straight
the infield in an effort to hit upon
iji
.iiiis baseball tram
Victories
a starting combination. The Tar
ing bliots arc those abo\c
m.entor is casting apprehensive
showing the New Vork Giants
TOWNSEND TAKES TWO glances towards the weak first
leaving the club 'lOuse at the
base sector, and continues to shift
Tropical S(adui)>^ Havana tu
the infielders.
resume play, and, inset. Carl
Corlies, Cheney Also Win; The latest change in the plans
Hubbell, mainstay of the
Giants, trying out his new
Lavin Heads Visitors
sends Carroll Goodwin, a catcher,
curve.
down to the first sack to bolster
Led by Captain Don Cetrulo, who it defensively. It is probable that
won three foil and two sabre bouts, Goodwin will be perched on the inithe Rollins College fencing team tial hassock when the Tars take
defeated St. Johns College of An- the field against the Virginia nine.
napolis, Md., 10^^-61,^ at Recrea- The veteran Goodwin holds an edge
tion Hall Saturday night.
over Daunis and Bouton in agility
Cetrulo led the fencers of both around the sack and in the stick
teams in the number of wins with 5 work at the plate.
while Bob Lavin, of St. Johns, capThe mound corps, a pre-season
By BILL BINGHAM
tured runner-up honors with three matter of speculation, shows promvictories out of five starts.
ise of developing into a reliable
The St. Johns swordsmen were and effective unit. Headed by the
The fencing team copped major honors this week by taking St. Johns
College of Annapolis in stri'de, 10%-6y2, and scoring their fifth straight unable to forge ahead at any time ace fireball righthander of last
victory. The Tar fencers are beginning to get a real reputation but forced the Rollins foilsmen to year's hurlers. Goose Kettles, and
V'hich gives them a psychological edge in their matches. Both Wil maintain a fast pace to retain thei: with Harold Brady, another effecliam and Mary and the St. Johns fencers told us that they came lead. The Tars took the foi tive righthander, rounding into
oown with the intention ot making the score close, but not expect- bouts by a 6-3 margin and thi shape after recovering from a
sabre, 3-1, to clinch the match and broken rib sustained in the winter
ing to win.
then dropped eoee 2V2-1^.
grid drills, a nucleus of starting
Don Cheney, epee specialist, was pitchers is formed which will be
St. Johns lost to William and Mary 9-8, losing the crucial
the only Tar to win, defeating able to do the greater part of the
match by one touch. Corlies seems to be rounding into better
Forbes, 2-0. Corlies tied with Da- hurling.
form although he definitely has not reached his peak. If he can
of St. Johns when the two had
Thurm McPherson, a portsider
come through on the Northern tour to help out Cetrulo and Townsimultaneous touches on the decid- relief hurler last season, has shown
send, the Rollins team may return with more than one scalp hanging point of the epee bout.
promise of arriving as a starting
ing from their belts.
Due to the illness of Coach hurler to add strength to the staff.
Roney, Bus Greaves acted as head Don Ogilvie and Bill Daugherty,
The girls had a field day against Stetson here, marred only by a referee and did a nice job of a dif- both righthanded recruits to the
mound corps, should be able to
36-26 loss in basketball, but the tennis, archery, and golf squads came ficult situation.
through in great style. Miss Tilden's score of 182 in archery and
Townsend of Rollins had a bad team with Fred Liberman, a reBabe Smith's ten up victory in golf featured a good showing by night winning but twice out of four serve lefthanded hurler last year,
matches while Corlies had two vic- to handle the relief pitching chores
everyone.
tories, one loss, and a tie for the effectively.
night's work. Besides Lavin, GoodWith the first base position the
The saddest happening of Saturday's competition—yes, it was
win, in foils, and Davis and Forbes major worry, and the second and
very sad—was the shutout administered by Florida in the men's
at epee accounted for the other third base regular job still a wide
varsity tennis match. Although not offering any alibis for Rolvictories for St. Johns.
open fight, Rick Gillespie, a scraplins' poor showing, for Florida was easily the superior team, we
Of the seventeen bouts, only two py veteran shortstop, is the only
think that with an opportunity to practice every day as Florida
(Continued on page 6, col. 1)
infielder with his berth cinched.
does, the scores would not have been quite so lopsided as they
Veteran "Mullet" Mclnnis and recruit Joe Justice are fighting it out
for the second base assignment,
and two veterans, Kirby and PrenAn opportunity is at hand for some kind-hearted donor to become
tice, are contesting the job at
as famous on the Rollins campus as President Holt, the Walk of Fame
third base.
or the Knowles Chapel by presenting, as a gift, money for one or more
The outfield has almost been
courts.
neglected by McDowall as the
veteran outer-gardeners of
The latest news on the heavyweight boxing situation is that
eason's edition of the Tars reWill Battle Over Mile Course
Max Schmeling will be at Madison Square Garden on June 3 in
intact to retain their berths.
Here
April
2
ring togs ready to fight and it is up to Braddock to be there too.
The fleet Georgie Miller, in center,
We can readily picture the bushy-browed Teuton prancing out of
with a batting average well over
his dressing room only to find that the place is being used for
LITTLE IS NEW CAPTAIN
,300 mark, Curry Brady in the
a horse show, or some such event, for at the present time it looks
left pasture, with another healthy
as if Joe Gould, Braddock's manager, is out to get around the
On Wednesday, March 3rd, the swatting record, and Jack Justice
scheduled bout, law suit or not.
right field leaves litt'e to be decrew men elected Ralph Little of
ed in that department. Al
Asheville, N. C, captain for the
The Cleveland Indians pulled a faux pas when they allowed word coming season. At present the Swann, a recruit to the varsity, has
ide track on the outfield
to leak out that Bob Feller, rookie pitching sensation of the majors seating aiTangement in the eight
at eighteen, would draw down fifteen thousand dollars for six months, is not certain, but at least it seems utility berth.
of play this season. We don't think he has yet proved that he has apparent that "Captain Little will
made the grade. Too many first year pitchers come up and leave stroke.
a blazing trail of victories behind them only to flop dismally the next
A hot battle is being waged for
the 1, 2, and 3 positions, and no
season.
man in the four can be counted
Besides the pitching value of Feller, there is also the matter of
out this early in the season.
dissension among the veteran players who will be receiving more
A new weight record for a Rolmodest stipends. The Indians already have a fair" amount of vetlins crew has been set with a 179
Miss Chesley Prioleau, who ateran holdouts and Feller's salary gives them a talking argument.
pound average. Even now plenty tended Rollins last year, played in
of power is visible, but the ques- the Florida State Women's team
The baseball situation at Rollins is unusually good this season- tion is can the action be controlled ?
tournament at Orlando Saturday,
almost too good—for now Coach Jack McDowall is having trouble sche
The older shell, of only twenty She represented Eustis at the
duling games. As soon as other schools find out that you are not i summers vintage, has been cleaned
number three position behind the
push-over, they discover that they have full schedules or some othei and varnished until it looks as
Kruse sisters.
subterfuge. Oglethorpe, which has consistently j 1 ball teams, well as the newer one, which can
She was beaten by Miss Mullifound that they had a full schedule this year. Roll:
beat them once only boast a decade of service.
nick of St. Petersburg, 6-4, 1-6,
and tied them in twelve innings last season.
The first race will be rowed 8-6. Paired with Mrs. Memory
against Washington and Lee, the Martin, wife of the Eustis basketCompetition among the battery men is especially keen. Goose
2nd of April, over a mile course on ball coach, she lost in doubles to
Kettles is the only pitcher assured of appearing in the starting
Lake Maitland. Due to the fact Miss Mullinick and Miss Flowers,
line-up. Hal Brady and Thurm McPherson who appeared in sevthat their crew has rowed only in 6-2, 6-1. Eustis was beaten in the
eral games last year have the edge on the other candidates, but
fours they will arrive the 28th of team match by St. Petersburg,
Don Ogilvie and Bill Daugherty will probably see some action.
March and spend the ensuing days four matches to one.
getting used to the eight.
Don Murray, Carroll Goodwin, and Frank Castelluccio form a classy
The tentative schedule is as foltrio of receivers, but it is possible that McDowall will move Goodwin
VOLLEY BALL
April 2—Washington and Lee,
from behind the plate to first which is a weak spot. The rest of the
team will probably be the same as last year with the addition of Joe
Won
May 25—Washington and Lee,
Justice and Paul Bouton.
Kappa Alpha
3
there.
Phi
Delta
Theta
....
2
The latest step in this mechanical age is a tennis robot which
l l a y 28—Williams College, at
Theta Kappa Nu .... 2
sends the ball back across the net at any speed it is set for.
Kent School, Conn.
Some pros like it because it enables them to be on the same side
May 30—New York Rowing X Club
1
of the net as their pupil, but others think that it will cut down on
Clubs, there.
Rho Lambda Nu -— 0
their business. However, it will probably never come into enough
May 31—Manhattan College, Independents
0
use to cut down the pro pay envelopes.

TAR FENCERS
DEFEAI SfllNI
JOHNS, l O i - l

ROLLINS NETMEN

WOMEN
IN
SPORTS
Saturday aftenioon's "play-day"
which several Rollins teams competed with Stetson teams in va3 sports proved a success from
3 than one standpoint, and it
is to be hoped that this informal
competition with other colleges
may be continued.
The Rollins girls were conquerrs in all but one field, basketball,
and there, w re handicapped by the
absence of s veral of their number
one players. Golf, tennis, and
archery wer 3 won with compara;ive ease.
On March 3rd, at four o'clock,
the two hockey teams, designated
Orange and Green from the color
of their pinnies, and captained by
Manwaring and Acher, respectively, met in the first of the three
battles they are to wage for supremacy. At the end of the first
fifteen minute half, the Orange
team was leading the Green, 6 to
In the second half, each team
scored one goal, making the victory 7 to 3 for the Orange pinnies.
Results of the past week's golf
matches: Blunden defeated J.
Smith; Whyte defeated Whitely;
B. Smith defeated Heath; Myers
defeated Manwaring, Hammond
and Smith; Barrett defeated Lichtenstein; and Hyer defeated Axline.
Results of the tennis matches,
oubles: Whitely and Bailey defeated Rodgers and Steele; Bryn
and B. Smith defeated Chambers
and Baker. Singles: Mower defeat3d B. Gardener; Gardener defeated
Tubbs; Raoul defeated Valentine;
\^alentine defeated Showalter and
Barrett defeated Valentine.
Results of the fencing matches:
Barrett won 4, lost 0; Good won
4, lost 2; Showalter won 5, lost 2;
Johnson won 1, lost 5; Garibaldi
Dn 1, lost 4; Chambers won 3, lost
Smith won 3, lost 3, and Guppy
on 2, lost 4.
The horse show, which was to be
held soon, has been postponed until
early in April.
Valuable notebooks, manuscripts
and letters of the late Amy Lowell,
poetess, have been presented to the
Harvard University library by Miss
Lowell's literary executrix, Mrs.
Ida Russell.
Like every other campaign, this
one has produced its "men of the
^oil".
Natui-ally, they haven't
been a bit backward in slinging
mud.—Daily Trojan.
The amount of nose Ohio State
University students put into their
voices can now be determined by
the "nasality indicator" in the
phonetics laboratory of Derby Hall.
De Pauw University keeps a
12,000-ton reserve of coal in the
event that mine-strikes will cut off
the fuel supply.
If results are satisfactory, international broadcasts of Harvard
University's classroom lectures,
begun on February 17, will continue during the coming academic
years,
"Life is one damn thing after
another and love is two damn
things after each other."

NEWS AND VIEWS
OF SPORTS

TO
AGAINST W. a L

Rollins Girl Plays
In Florida Tennis
Meet For Eustis

THE
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SANDSPUR

PRESIDENT OF PHI
1 VISITS HEBE

ON AND OFF
CAMPUS
The Rollins Dance Group gave
a performance in Daytona Saturday night. The following membres then went to the Pelican for
the remainder of the week-end:
Mila Gibbons, Mary Gulnac, Laura
Lou Lincoln, Betsy Munson, Mary
Dudley, Marita Steuve, Hildegarde
Rees, Helene Keywan, Nan Poeller, Bill Twitchell, Skeeter Dean,.
Fentress Gardner, and Geraldine
Wachtell.
Ruth Spx'uance returned Saturday night from Philadelphia where
she had been for a week on a business trip.
Dorothy Bryn spent the weekend in St. Petersburg with her
grandparents.
Anne Whyte and Priscilla Smith
left Friday afternoon for Athens,
Ga., where they assisted in the installation of a Kappa Alpha Theta
chapter. They returned Monday
afternoon.
Bettie Short, Chariene Jamin,
and Ann Earle spent Saturday in
Jacksonville where they attended a
state-wide Phi Mu banquet.
Lynne Barrett went to Miami
Friday afternoon to spend the
week-end with her parents.
Dick Belden, Cathie Bailey, Louis
Bills, Warren Hume, Augusta Yust,
Joe Johnson, and Eloise Arnold
spent Saturday and Sunday a t the
Pelican.
George Victor drove to Palm
Beach after the golf match in St.
Petersburg Friday.
Phil Lesh, Ralph Gibbs, and
John Lonsdale went on a fishing
trip down the St. John's River over
the week-end.
Jarry Smith went to Daytona
Sunday to watch the St. Louis Cardinals practice.
The following students were seen
at Coronado Sunday: Fay Bigelow,
Cleveland Mclnnis, Ruth Blunden,
George Miller, Rick Gillespie, Jack
and Jo Justice, Marvin Scarbrough,
Thurman McPherson, Goose Kettles, Dorothy Hildreth, Elliott Baker, Sydney Millar, Dick Tully,
Betsy Skinner, Jack Clark, Joan
Hyman, Carrol Goodwin, Marcia
Stoddard, Marilyn Tubbs, and Freling Smith,

ROLLINS

Question: Should smoking be permitted in class
rooms?

WEDN.4SDEY,
Organ Vespers, Knowles
Rollins Air Club meeting
French Club meeting at

Banquet Given In Her Honor
In Commons

lead

to

Marita Stueve: Not during class sessions, but during intermissions or in conferences. However, if it is a lecture class
where the girls knit and the prof doesn't mind, I think it
would be all right to smoke.
Jeanette Lichtenstein: I think you shouldn't
outside class rooms.

even

smoke

Warren Goldsmith: Well, students don't smoke at the Symphony Concerts, so why should they in the class rooms.
Joan Baker: No, definitely! If students were allowed to
smoke in class rooms, the sorority and fraternity pledges
would go broke buying cigarettes.
Nelson Marshall; On cold mornings the class rooms would become so clogged with smoke you couldn't breathe. Wait until
yu get outside and then do your smoking.

MARCH 10
Memorial Chapel.
at the Speech Studio.
Mme. Bowman's.

Phi Delta Theta held elections of
officers last Monday night Tt«
following officers were electedRobert Van Beynum, president;
John Lonsdale, reporter; Don Ce^
trulo, warden; Phil Lesh, treasursr; James Haig, secretary; Henry
Stryker, choirister; Carroll Goodwin, chaplarh.

THURSDAY, MARCH 11
Dr. Martin's Lecture "France and the European Turmoil". H. S. A.
Conference Group, Dr. Pattee, speaker. Woman's Club.
"Rollins on the Air". WDBO.
Dramatic Production, "There's Always Juliet", Annie
Russel! Company.
Folk Dance Group at the Speech Studio.

GRADUATE OF BRENEAU
Steve Slosburg: Yes, providing the habit doesn't
chawing the stuff,

Robert Van Beynum
Is Elected President
Of FhiJDelta Thete

CALENDAR FOR THE WEEK

Miss Mary B. Merritt, national
Grand President of Phi Mu sorority, visited the Rollins Phi Mu
chapter from Thui-sday until Saturday,
Mis
Merritt's
This
term as Grand President of the
sorority. She is a graduate of
Brenau College and was a member of Mu chapter of Phi Mu. At
the present time she is the Dean
of Women at the University of
Miami in Miami. Miss Merritt
serves on the Welfare Board of
Florida, and is the district president of National Pan Hellenic.
A banquet was given in her
honor ai the College Commons
Thursday night. March 4, This was
"o;;jwed by a Founders' Day service at the. home of Mrs. E. T.
Brown.
Saturday Miss Merritt, with several alumni and actives, went to
Jacksonville for a Founders' day
banquet at the Roosevelt Hotel.

Tea Given By Mr.
And Mrs. Campbell
Sunday Afternoon

FRIDAY, MARCH 12
Dramatic Production, "There's Always Juliet", Annie
Russell Company.

Mr. and Mrs. J. Edward Camp,
bell gave a tea at the Barbour
Estate Sunday afternoon from 4
ill 6. Guests were members of
the faculty, staff, and a group of
students.
Tea was served on the terrace
with Frances Wilkinson, Mary
Evans, Emmylou Groub, and Hazel
Bowen pouring.
Mrs. Wilcox, Mrs. Coe, Mrs. Ford
and Miss Buell assisted.

SATURDAY, MARCH 1.3
Senior Recital by Hazel Bowen, mezzo-soprano, at the
Annie Russell Theatre.
SUNDAY, MARCH 14
Morning Meditation, President Holt, speaker, at the
Knowles Memorial Chapel.
MONDAY, MARCH 15
Dr. Chalmer's Lecture, "The Epic of English America". A. R. T.
7:30

TUESDAY, MARCH 16
Astronomical Open House at the Rollins Telescope.

6:00

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 17
Organ Vespers, Knowles Memorial Chapel.

House Dance Given
By Phi Delta Theta
Saturday Evening

SUNDAY, MARCH 21

il:45 Morning Meditation at the Knowles Memorial Chapel.
Girls Entertained
Announce Betrothal
MONDAY, MARCH 22
And Entertain At
Of Jeanne Crowley Whiteley, Heath Pour
Spring Term Begins.
President Holt's To Bryant Prentice At Tea Given Friday
On Sunday night, March 5, PresiBy Gamma Phi Beta Mr. and Mrs. Pierce
Mrs. R. M. Hidey, of Detroit, anAroxie Hagopian Is
dent Holt invited Betty Mower,
Jeanette Lichtenstein, Louise Mac- nounced the engagement of her
The Gamma Phi Betas held their
Entertain Mr. and Pledged By Alpha Mu
Pherson, Vicky Morgan, and Sarah daughter, Jeanne Crowley, to Bry- regular weekly tea on Friday aftMrs. F. W. Halliday Of Gamma Phi Beta
ant H. Prentice, Jr., son of Mr.
Smith to his home.
ernoon, March 6, with Peggy

The presidential kitchen wjis
opened wide for the girls and they
prepared a delicious supper for
"Prexy".
After the' supper, the guests
made themselves comfortable in the
living room while Prexy read stories to them.

Misses Hammond
Entertained Sunday
By Hare, Cooledge

Mr. Channing Hare and Mr.
Mountfort Cooledge, who have recently built a new home near Lake
Maitland, entertained for the
Misses Marcelle and Sally Hammond last Sunday afternoon.
The invited guests were Bill
Spickers, Henry Stryker, Bob Cuthell, John Schoenberg. Walter Royall, Jerome Zipkin. Bill Webb,
(Continued from page 5, col, 6)
Ralph Little, Mrs. Charles F. Hamwent to 5-4 decisions. In these mond, and Mrs. William Porter
matches, Captain Lavin of St. White.
Johns defeated Townsend and then
Any kind of lice one would shun
lost to Cetrulo. Hagenbuch of
Rollins and Ehrhorn were the only can be found in the "lousiest place
Tars who failed to win a match. in the world," the museum of natuJack lost to Lavin, 5-1, in sabre ral history at Stanford University,
and then to Forbes in epee, 2-0. which houses the 220 different
Ehrhorn dropped a decision to species in the collection of Gordon
Davis.
Ferris, associate professor of biologyThe scores follow;
Foil
, Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, will
Rollins
St. Johns speak at Northwestern
State
Cetrulo 5
Lavin 3 Teachers' College, Alva, Oklahoma,
March 12, the dedication day of
Cetrulo 5
Milstead 2
Cetrulo 5
Goodwin 2 Dunn Hall, a new campus b;,llding.
Corlies 5
Goodwin 3
Corlies 5
Milstead 1
Corlies 2
Lavin 5
Townsend 4
Lavin 5
Towmsend 3
Goodwin 5
Townsend 5
Milstead 0

and Mrs. B. H, Prentice, Sr., of
Whitely and Wilma Heath acting
Buffalo, N. Y., Saturday afternoon
as hostesses.
at a tea given at the home of Mrs.
Guests were Miss Merritt, Grand
W. W. Rose in Orlando.
President of Phi Mu; Mrs. A. E.
Guests were the members and Dick, Eleanor Gwinn, Dorothy
pledges of Kappa Kappa Gamma. North, Betty Reser, Aroxie HagoThey were presented with gar- pian, Lois Johnson,
Emmylou
denias from the engaged couple.
Groub, Joan Baker, Marcia StodThe house was attractively dec- dard, Lilah Nelson, Anne Earle, Jo
Matthews, Si Vario, Jack Sharp,
orated with flowers.
Iced coffee, sandwiches, and Dick Belden, Charles Curie, Bob
Belden, and Freling Smith.
candies were served.

Lielt. Col, and Mrs. Frank W.
Halliday are guests of Prof, and
Mrs. Harry R. Pierce.
Col. Halliday, who was Professor
fo Law at West Point for four
years is now in the Judge Advocate's Office, Washington, D, C.
Mrs. Halliday, Professor Pierce's
sister, will be remembered by Winter Park friends as having been a
guest in Winter Park last winter.

Alpha Mu of Gamma Phi takes
pleasure in announcing the pledging of Aroxie Hagopian on Fi-iday, March 5.
Miss Hagopian is a member of
the faculty and a regularly enrolled student at Rollins. She will receive her A. B. degree in June. She
has studied in New York and has
sung in Grand Opera in Germany.

Florida Beta chapter ot Phi
Delta Theta gave a house dance
Saturday night, March 6, for the {
actives, pledges and their dates.
Music was furnished by victrola j
records.
|
Mrs. Georgia Enwright and Mrs.
Lester acted as chaperones.
Punch and cookies were served. I
Jere Collinson was in charge of
arrangements.

The Alpha Phi pledges were hostesses at the weekly Alpha Phi 1
tea, given at Caroline Fox Hall
from 4 till 6 last Wednesday afternoon.
Guests were Mrs. Rodgers, Mrs.
Hannas, Dean Sprague, Frances
Perpente, and Nan Poeller.
I
Tea and cakes were served by
the hostesses.

TARS BEAT S I
JOHNS SATURDAY

Diamonds

Sabre
Cetrulo 5
Cetrulo 5
Townsend 5
Hagenbuch 1

Goodwin
Lavin
Goodwin
Lavin

0
4
1
5

Forbes
Davis
Davis
Forbes

0
2
2
2

Epee
Cheney 2
Corlies 2
Ehrhorn 0
Hagenbuch 1

Platinum and Gold

rAodern factories ..,
spotlessly clean like your living
room at home . . . that's where
Chesterfields are made.
The Champagne
pure..

Grover Morgan
JEWELER
Colonial Store
Phone 402

Cigarette Paper is

. burns vAthout taste or odor

. . . you can't buy any better

years o r m o r e . . . like fine wines a r e aged.

Refreshingly milder..

Femmes at Augustana College,
S. D., sell mimeographed "reputations" of fellows as they are doped
out at their date-hashing

paper.

T h e mild ripe tobaccos a r e aged two

pleasing taste and
and best of all They

• more
aroma...
Satisfy.

T h e Rollins P r e s s S t o r e , I n c .
EASTER CARDS
EASTER TOYS
The best goes to the early
shopper.

LOOK FOR THIS SIGN

I
when you want ice cream.
Wherever you see it, you
can be sure of getting the
quality ice cream of the
South.
Taste Southern
Dairies and you will understand why it is the
South's largest-selling ice
cream.
Join the Sealtest Saturday night
Radio Party—8 P. M. (E.S.T.) NBC

Skipper
Sport Shirts
style observers in Miami
and Palm Beach design
these shh'ts.
Made for Florida wear
by Wilson Bros.
New patterns, new styles,
in cotton slipovers and celanese materials.
Priced at $1 to $1.95.

R,C. BAKER, INC

esteriield
a miUer better-tasting
cigarette

at the corner, downtown
Copyrisbt 19J7, tiCGair & MYEM TOBACCO CO,

